Vertical Cable Manager Installation for Open Frame Racks

AR8615, AR8625, AR8635, AR8645, AR8665, AR8675

Single-sided
AR8615, AR8635, AR8665

Double-sided
AR8625, AR8645, AR8675

Tools required (not provided)
- Hex Bolt (3)
- Nut (3)
- Washer (6)
- Split Washer (3)
- 14 mm (9/16 in.)

Installation
Grounding and Bonding (optional)

NOTE: Hardware and cable not provided.

Accessories

Spacer Bracket

Side Channel Cable Trough
Accessory Bracket Configurations

Factory Configuration

Alternate Configurations

FRONT VIEW
Accessories (not provided)

Spacer Bracket (AR8652)
Side Channel Cable Trough
AR8016ABLK

Vertical Cable Manager
Connector Accessory Bracket
AR8681 (6” wide)
AR8682 (10” wide)
AR8683 (12” wide)

Cable Retainer
AR8621

Cable Divider/
Organizer
AR8680

Fiber Organizer (spools only)
AR8444